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EXECUTIVE
WHAT IS THE OPEN LEARNING HUB?
With American Association of Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) and State Council of 
Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV) support, a Virginia Faculty Collaboratives steer-
ing committee was formed of stakeholders from a diverse group of Virginia colleges and 
universities. Led by hub director Dr. Gardner Campbell, the steering committee designed 
a multi-layered faculty development plan that focuses on reimagining liberal education 
through the lens of open education, digital and information literacies, and digital partici-
patory culture.  At the core of this plan is the Virginia innovation hub, known as the Open 
Learning Hub (http://openlearninghub.net), a website that serves as a digital platform for 
all Virginia Faculty Collaboratives efforts.  The steering committee aims to use this space 
to: 

• Create materials that support development and stimulate further learning   
aligned with effective, innovative teaching and learning in higher education;

• Align Virginia’s hub with the broader goals and ethos of the AAC&U Faculty  
Collaboratives project; and

• Achieve these goals within an open, sustainable, online framework for connected 
learning. 

WHAT IS #OPENLEARNING17?
In Spring 2017, the Open Learning Hub served as a digital platform for an open, fully 
online, 14-week, connectivist-Massively Open Online Course (cMOOC) that used the 
course hashtag #OpenLearning17. The course invited faculty and staff at Virginia univer-
sities and colleges (and beyond) to explore openly networked education as a philosophy, 
social movement, and pedagogical practice which aligns with and supports liberal educa-
tion. Additionally, #OpenLearning17 modeled openly networked instructional design so 
that faculty participants could experience it and potentially draw from it for their future 
pedagogical practice.

WHO PARTICIPATED IN #OPENLEARNING17?
Forty-nine participants formally enrolled in #OpenLearning17. A majority were faculty 
working in academic units or libraries at Virginia colleges and universities. The remaining 
participants were largely faculty from elsewhere in the United States, although at least one 
lived and worked internationally. An additional 365 individuals participated in weekly 

Forty-nine formally enrolled participants, predominantly faculty & staff from Virginia colleges & universities | 365 other conversationalists, predominantly +
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#OpenLearning17 Twitter chats; most self-identified as being employed by or studying at 
institutions of higher education in North America, Europe, Asia, Africa, or Australia.

WHAT HAPPENED IN #OPENLEARNING17? 
Between December 2016 and May 2017, #OpenLearning17 participants contributed 266 
blog posts, 4300 tweets, and 446 annotations to 38 different web-based documents. In 
general, the 17 participants who completed the post-course evaluation felt the experience 
added value to their teaching and learning practices by validating current practices, 
providing high quality resources, or inspiring future pedagogical endeavors. 

At least two serendipitous learning events occurred during #OpenLearning17 when 
participants accessed their personal networks to reach out to the authors of two course 
readings, who, in turn, agreed to be interviewed or join group discussions about their 
work. A qualitative analysis of the learning artifacts from the course suggests that at 
least some participants were able to engage in connected learning, consistently drawing 
cross-contextual and -disciplinary connections between course readings and their person-
al knowledge, interests, and experience. Furthermore, at least some participants moved 
through and across digital platforms effectively, leveraging the unique affordances of each 
to explore concepts presented in the course in multi-faceted ways.  Finally, participants 
engaged in highly interactive discussions of the selected readings, leading to negotiated 
and richly nuanced understandings of content that extended beyond the static course 
content originally presented. 

WHAT’S NEXT? 
This report focuses on #OpenLearning17 as the first formal and structured learning 
experience to take place on the Virginia AAC&U Faculty Collaboratives Open Learning 
Hub. Based on the quantitative and qualitative analyses presented, it appears that the 
steering committee met its goals in terms of creating an experience that supports inno-
vative and effective teaching and learning in higher education, supporting engaged and 
integrative learning as is consistent with the LEAP goals of the AAC&U, and facilitating a 
potentially sustainable approach to openly networked learning. At the time of the writing 
of this report, the future of the Open Learning Hub remains unclear. If #OpenLearning17 
were to be repeated (as, for instance, #OpenLearning18), the available data suggests that 
areas for potential modification include shortening the length of the experience and 
changing some of the selected readings so that they might be more intellectually accessi-
ble and engaging for more faculty participants.  

+ faculty, staff, & students from North America, Europe, Asia, & Australia | 266 blog posts, 4300 tweets, & 446 annotations to 38 web documents

SUMMARY
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LEARNING 
BEYOND THE CONTENT:
OPENLY NETWORKED LEARNING IN THE VIRGINIA AAC&U FACULTY COLLABORATIVES OPEN LEARNING HUB

INTRODUCTION
In 2005, the American Association of Colleges and Universities (AAC&U) launched 
Liberal Education and America’s Promise (LEAP), a national initiative promoting the value of liberal education. 
LEAP advocates for the integration of high-impact educational practices, authentic assessments, and “signature work” 
projects (i.e. portfolios, capstone projects, cross-disciplinary research or theses) into every higher education program. 
In doing so, it aims to support the development of cross-disciplinary literacies, collaborative skills, personal and social 
responsibility, and integrative and applied thinking. LEAP advocacy and action take place at the state level through 
formal collaboratives, which are typically coordinated by a public higher education system or coordinating council 
(AAC&U, 2017b).  In Virginia, a LEAP state since 2007, the State Council for Higher Education of Virginia (SCHEV) 
acts as a liaison for efforts tied to the initiative.

To support LEAP, the AAC&U also created Faculty Collaboratives, an initiative that aims to connect pre-existing 
AAC&U projects to build capacity around liberal education through faculty and staff development (AAC&U, 2017a). 
The ultimate goal is to create a large-scale, sustainable network of “innovation hubs” that supports curriculum for fac-
ulty professional learning in and across LEAP States with outreach to additional states over time. As the LEAP liaison 
for Virginia, SCHEV also agreed to spearhead the state’s 
involvement in Faculty Collaboratives, with the hope that these efforts could synergize with other strategic plans for 
higher education in Virginia.  Specifically, SCHEV was interested in aligning the Faculty Collaborative effort with the 
work of the Open Virginia Advisory Committee (OVAC), which supports state interests in open educational 
resources (OER) as a means for sustainable and scalable public education. 

THE OPEN LEARNING HUB. With AAC&U and SCHEV support, a Virginia Faculty Collaboratives steering 
committee was formed of stakeholders from a diverse group of Virginia colleges and universities. Led by hub direc-
tor Dr. Gardner Campbell, the steering committee designed a multi-layered faculty development plan that focuses 
on reimagining liberal education through the lens of open education, digital and information literacies, and digital 
participatory culture.  At the core of this plan is the Virginia innovation hub, known as the Open Learning Hub 
(http://openlearninghub.net).  Essentially, the hub is a website that serves as a digital platform for all Virginia Faculty 
Collaboratives efforts.  The committee aims to use this space to: 

• Create materials that support development and stimulate further learning aligned with effective, innovative 
teaching and learning in higher education;

• Align Virginia’s hub with the broader goals and ethos of the AAC&U Faculty Collaboratives project; and
• Achieve these goals within an open, sustainable, online framework for connected learning. 

#OPENLEARNING17. In Spring 2017, the Open Learning Hub served as a digital platform for an open, fully online, 
14-week connectivist-Massively Open Online Course (cMOOC) using the course hashtag #OpenLearning17. The 
course invited faculty and staff at Virginia universities and colleges (and beyond) to explore openly networked educa-
tion as a philosophy, social movement, and pedagogical practice that aligns with and supports liberal education. Ad-
ditionally, #OpenLearning17 modeled openly networked instructional design, so that faculty participants could expe-
rience such a design and potentially draw from it for their future pedagogical practice.  Although the formal cMOOC 
experience is complete, the Open Learning Hub continues to be an active site. It serves as a digital meeting post for 
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the faculty cohort who completed #OpenLearning17, an OER repository, a design model for openly networked liberal 
education courses, and a potential platform for future cMOOCs, if the formal programming were to be continued. 

The impact of #OpenLearning17 and the most appropriate use of the Open Learning Hub going forward remain un-
clear. This report focuses on #OpenLearning17 as the first formal and structured learning experience to take place on 
the Open Learning Hub.  Its goal is to reflect on the practical lessons that were learned in implementing #OpenLearn-
ing17, so that they might inform future faculty development activities and ongoing use of the Open Learning Hub. 
While it is not a comprehensive evaluation, the report will document aspects of the experience including:  

01  Who participated in #OpenLearning17 and how can their participation be described over the course of the   
 learning experience? 

02  How does the documented experience fulfill the Virginia Faculty Collaboratives steering committee goals   
 related to liberal education and connected learning? 

03  Based on our current understanding of the experience, what changes might be made to future iterations of   
 the #OpenLearning17 experience to improve the level and quality of participation? 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
Virginia Faculty Collaboratives views the LEAP initiative through a lens of openly 
networked learning, an emerging pedagogy that leverages digital architecture and culture to help learners make 
strategic connections across concepts, contexts, and people (Kumpulainen & Sefton-Green, 2014). The architecture 
(e.g. hyperlinks, tags, hashtags, RSS feeds) inherent to and workflows (e.g. curation, collaboration, re-mixing, aggre-
gation) supported by digital environments promote serendipitous juxtaposition, which, in turn, can lead to creative 
discovery, connection building, and powerful forms of learning (Saadatmand & Kumpulainen, 2013). When these 
digital environments are open to the rest of the World Wide Web, the possibilities for serendipitous learning expand 
exponentially, because they allow learners to access resources and audiences that would otherwise be inaccessible or 
even unimaginable (Ito et al., 2013). 

Additionally, social media and the feedback-centric culture it facilitates encourages a dynamic, participatory approach 
to knowledge creation. When educators harness the affordances of digital participatory culture, they are engaging 
learners through social construction, creative expression, and individual empowerment to create personally mean-
ingful, self-directed, cross-disciplinary, lifelong learning opportunities. However, pedagogical applications of par-
ticipatory culture require the presence of certain information literacies to be successful; learners must be self-aware 
and critical of their information sources even as they remain open to contributing to crowdsourced, collaborative, 
and creative solutions.  They must also learn to be comfortable with constant conditions of information saturation, 
change, and complexity (Downes, 2006; Siemens, 2004). 

The cMOOC is an openly networked instructional design that was created to expose learners to essential information 
literacies even as it capitalizes on open digital architecture and participatory culture to promote deeper and more 
connected learning. The first cMOOC was implemented in 2008 by George Siemens and Stephen Downes at the Uni-
versity of Manitoba (Canada). Although not the first “massive” online course or “open” online learning experience, 
it is credited with being the first to combine the two concepts, allowing for high levels of open (public) participation 

This report focuses on #OpenLearning17 as the first formal and structured learning 
experience to take place on the Open Learning Hub.  Its goal is to reflect on the 
practical lessons that were learned in implementing #OpenLearning17, so that they 
might inform future faculty development activities and ongoing use of the Open 
Learning Hub.
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alongside and equal to credit-bearing, academic enrollment.  The learner populations mingled, creating and com-
pleting learning tasks across multiple digital platforms.  Many of these tasks had not been previously conceived by 
the course instructors, and the instructors later observed that their instructional roles evolved to focus on providing 
learners with appropriate resources, feedback, and coordination. Among other things, the course instructors mon-
itored and captured the learning activities and products created by learners and juxtaposed them, so that learners 
could start to make connections and build a sense of a “big picture” around what the course had meant for them and 
their peers (Downes, 2008). 

Currently, cMOOCs may or may not be associated with educational institutions or academic credit, but there are 
certain components that signal a cMOOC design, including: 

• Positioning on the open web with options for public (open) participation; 
• Full use of OER when possible; 
• Options for different levels or types of engagement, so that the course might cater to participants with diverse 

interests or needs;
• Emphasis on collaborative and reflective learning (e.g. crowdsourced information curation, group 
• annotation and discussion, collaborative writing, reflective blogging, etc.);
• Engagement with multiple digital platforms that support different types of participation;  and
• Aggregation of learning products on a centralized “hub” or course website so that participants might begin to 

engage in information filtering, connection building, and big picture thinking.

COURSE DESIGN

In Spring, 2017, the Virginia Faculty Collaborative steering committee designed and implemented a 14-week faculty 
development cMOOC that engaged participants in active and openly networked learning around the theme of open 
education as a pedagogical vehicle for liberal education. The course design and facilitation process itself was inclu-
sive, participatory, and educational; each week of the experience was led by a different volunteer faculty “director” or 
“directors.” This role included selecting recommended readings, taking the lead on annotation and Twitter chat activ-
ities, and facilitating the Google Hangout panel discussions. In most cases, #OpenLearning17 directors were Virginia 
Faculty Collaboratives steering committee members, but in two instances they collaborated with outside educators, 
consultants, or digital scholars.  

The course syllabus and other materials were posted on the open learning hub website (http://openlearninghub.net).  
Course materials consisted almost exclusively of OER, including articles, blog posts, books, and pre-recorded or 
livestreamed videoconferences with open education scholars and practitioners. The only non-OER resource used in 
the course was the 2016 AAC&U publication Open and Integrative: Designing Liberal Education for the New Digital 
Ecosystem (Bass & Eynon, 2016), which was considered by the steering committee to be too relevant and valuable to 
the purpose of #OpenLearning17 to ignore. Participants were asked to purchase the e-book (priced under $25) for 
learning activities scheduled for Weeks 11 through 13 of the course. 

#OpenLearning17 participants were invited to engage in six types of learning activities: 

01 Watching pre-recorded or livestreamed content on video sharing platforms (e.g. YouTube; 
 www.youtube.com); 
 
02 Reading and collaboratively annotating digital articles, chapters, or books via Hypothes.is 
 (https://web.hypothes.is); 

03 Participating in synchronous or asynchronous class discussions on Twitter (www.twitter.com);

04 Participating in synchronous class “Hangouts” with peers and course facilitators via Google Hangouts  
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 (https://hangouts.google.com); 

05 Blogging on course-related content, readings, or conversation on  
 their personal blogsites; and 

06 Commenting on each other’s blog posts. 

The digital traces related to these activities (e.g. the annotations, tweets, blog 
posts, and recorded Hangouts) were aggregated and displayed on the Open 
Learning Hub.  Participant blog posts were aggregated through an RSS feed. 
Video recordings were embedded in and annotated documents were hyper-
linked to the website. Course related Twitter activity was displayed on the 
website in three ways: a live Twitter feed for real-time individual level 
activity; TAGS Explorer (Hawksey, 2014) for real-time social network anal-
ysis; and hyperlinks to Storify (https://storify.com) posts for tweets captured 
and curated from previous Twitter chats.  These digital traces not only served 
as a vehicle for connection building and meaning making within #Open-
Learning17, but also allowed for its documentation and provides the data 
necessary to conduct this initial explorative study. 

LEARNING EXPERIENCE
Participation in openly networked learning experiences is notoriously diffi-
cult to understand, document, or even define.  Because cMOOCs exist on the 
open web and are visible to the public, they can impact individuals and events 
in ways that will never be evident to course 
creators or other participants.  Additionally, cMOOCs are built purposely to 
sustain varying levels and types of engagement by their participants, flexing 
to the needs and interests of individuals over time. With all these variables in 
play, what defines participation? What defines impact? 

Enrollment numbers can be misleading, as an individual might enroll and 
then never revisit the course website, materials, or activities. Attrition rates 
are equally flawed, because what does dropping out really mean when the 
course design encourages participants to personalize their learning ex-
perience and their interaction with learning materials? Previous research 
indicates that many cMOOC participants will gravitate to a specific type of 
activity or digital platform for a variety of reasons, including logistical or time 
constraints, learning preferences, or perceived benefits of the specific activity 
(Gee, 2012). Is a participant who spreads their commitment across platforms 
more “engaged” than a participant who spends the same amount of time on 
one platform? 

These questions and more complicate the efforts of educational researchers to 
place value on (or even quantify) pedagogical experience within a cMOOC. 
Therefore, this report offers two complementary perspectives on #Open-
Learning17.  The first is a quantitative perspective, one which focuses on 
the amount and timing of participation.  This approach is useful for under-
standing course dynamics: the crescendo and decrescendo of certain types of 
participation over time and in concert with each other and the course design. 
The second approach is a networked perspective, one which is consistent 
with digital participatory culture and accepts our inability to capture impact 

An openly networked 
society perpetuates a 
multidirectional flow of 
information & demands 
a lived & participatory 
approach to knowledge 
creation. 
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through counting.  Rather, this perspective focuses on 
finding evidence of serendipity and dynamic knowledge 
construction, two hallmarks of successful openly net-
worked learning experiences.  

A QUANTIFIED PERSPECTIVE. The value of a 
faculty development experience like #OpenLearning17 
cannot depend entirely on the counting of posts, 
tweets, comments, or digital annotations. However, 
this information offers one necessary component 
to understanding who participated and what their 
participation looked like over time. #OpenLearning17 
most frequently engaged participants in the digital 
participatory activities of blogging, tweeting, and 
annotating.  These activities are automatically captured 
by the digital platforms on which they occur and 
can be analyzed quantitatively and qualitatively. The 
following section provides a basic description of the 
#OpenLearning17 participant activity that took place 
between the official opening of course enrollment 
(November 30, 2016) and the official close of the course 
(April 30, 2017), as discoverable through basic digital 
analytics. 

Enrollment. Forty-nine participants formally enrolled 
in #OpenLearning17, an active process that involved 
connecting a personal blog to the Open Learning Hub 
via an RSS feed.  These participants, who were also 

those who blogged during the learning experience, 
were predominantly faculty from Virginia colleges and 
universities who work in academic or library units. 
The remaining formally-enrolled participants were 
largely higher education faculty from elsewhere in the 
United States, although at least one lived and worked 
internationally.

Blogging. Between the formal opening of the website 
(November 30, 2016) and the end of the course, 
#OpenLearning17 enrollees contributed a total of 266 
blog posts to the aggregated course website. A majority 
of these posts were published during the introductory 
period (before the course officially began) or in the first 
two weeks of the course. These posts primarily consisted 
of a self-introduction and an explanation for their 
interest in #OpenLearning17. Those who contributed 
more than an introductory blog post appeared to be 
relatively dedicated to the blogging process, writing on 
average between 4 and 6 posts through the 14-week 
course. A majority of these blogging participants had 
previous experience with blogging, and many of them 
continued to blog on other topics (some related to 
open education, others not) after the #OpenLearning17 
experience formally ended. A few participants blogged 
routinely throughout the course on issues that may 
or may not have been directly relevant to course 
content; these bloggers may have chosen to link their 

Participants published more blog posts at the beginning of #OpenLearning17 than 
later in the experience. Early blog prompts were more specific and played a 
more central role in weekly activity lists. As #OpenLearning17 progressed, blogging 
was encouraged but activity lists tended to prioritize other types of participation.

In post-course evaluations, #OpenLearning17 participants identified 
synchronous Twitter chats as particularly meaningful and enjoyable aspects 
of the experience. Most course-related tweeting took place during 
scheduled chats, which typically took place once a week. Two Twitter chats 
took place in Week 1, and none were held in Week 12 or 13.

Although Hypothes.is and its use for collaborative annotation was introduced in 
Week 2, it became the primary focus of the course in Weeks 11 through 13, when 
participants were asked to collaboratively annotate the AAC&U publication, Open 
and Integrative: Designing Liberal Education for the New Digital Ecosystem.

This graphic relates the number of course-related blog posts, tweets, and annotations contributed by 
participants between November 30, 2016 and June 31, 2017. Participation in #OpenLearning17 was sustained from the 
moment the website opened.  Types of participation waxed and waned through the course but often correlated with the 
most prominently featured learning activity of each week.  External factors such as spring vacations and midterm 
examinations (which occurred for many course participants in Weeks 9 through 12), may have impacted participation. 
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entire blogsite to the #OpenLearning17 RSS feed rather than limiting their 
contributions to a course-specific tag or category. 

A qualitative assessment of the #OpenLearning17 blog posts indicates 
that almost all of them appeared to be thoughtfully produced and of some 
pedagogical value for the author and audience.  Most bloggers routinely 
summarized the course content and connected it (in words and with 
hyperlinks) to their personal experience or the works of relevant open 
educators and scholars. Although participants sometimes discussed and 
hyperlinked to the work of their #OpenLearning17 peers, this was a less 
common practice. 

In terms of multimodal content and self-expression, some participants added 
photographs to their blog posts for illustrative or aesthetic appeal, and these 
were generally properly captioned and cited. Fewer participants included .gifs 
or videos.  No participants appeared to change or develop their blogging style 
significantly over the course of #OpenLearning17, but this was not a primary 
goal of the experience.

Annotating. Over the course of #OpenLearning17, participants used 
Hypothes.is to leave 446 course-related annotations on 38 digital documents 
across the web. While annotations left by the hub director figure prominently 
in the final count, they were generally made in conversation with other course 
participants and in relation to the readings. Several of the participants who 
engaged the most around article annotation were not formally enrolled in the 
course and did not engage in any other course activities. 

Most participants engaged in annotation activities in the later weeks of 
#OpenLearning17, corresponding to an increased emphasis on annotation in 
the weekly activity schedule. In particular, the formal pedagogical activities 
of Weeks 11 through 13 focused almost entirely on annotating the e-book 
Open and Integrative: Designing Liberal Education for the New Digital 
Ecosystem.  The authors of the book were invited to read and respond to 
the annotations, which they did on the document as well as in their three-
episode video conversation recorded for the course. Annotations tended to be 
made in the same month as the reading was assigned, but the conversations 
therein were asynchronous and could take place over several weeks. While the 
most densely annotated documents corresponded to the #OpenLearning17 
recommended reading list, by April several participants were beginning to 
annotate blog posts and other web documents that were relevant to the course 
but not necessarily part of the official reading list.

Tweeting. Between December 2016 and July 2017, 413 unique individuals 
used the #OpenLearning17 hashtag in more than 4300 tweets. Analysis 
suggests that a majority of these tweets were written during or immediately 
after scheduled Twitter chats, which generally took place weekly during the 
experience. Twitter chats were truly global experiences, including individuals 
from Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, and North America. A keyword search 
of participant Twitter profiles suggests an overwhelming majority of Twitter 
chat participants identified as college or university faculty or administrative 
staff in their respective communities. Over 30 “supertweeters” contributed 
more than 20 tweets each. Discourse analysis reveals that a majority of 
the tweets made by these individuals occurred in conversation relevant to 
a Twitter chat topic and involved multiple exchanges.  While a majority 

The consumption of 
static content is no 
longer enough to 
support an educated 
people; rather, it acts 
as a base layer for the 
constant addition of 
contextual information 
of every type, from 
everywhere. 
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of supertweeters were also formally enrolled in the 
course, at least five were not; rather, they were somehow 
drawn into at least one Twitter chat where they made a 
substantial contribution but were not otherwise involved 
with #OpenLearning17. 

A NETWORKED PERSPECTIVE. Openly networked 
learning environments are intended to support 
transcendent learning: learning which transcends 
or extends beyond the boundaries of the classroom, 
recommended readings, and a priori expectations of 
participants. Network effects and digital affordances 
contribute to transcendent learning through multiple 
pathways, including but not limited to serendipitous 
and dynamic knowledge creation.  #OpenLearning17 
organizers were hoping to facilitate both of these 
phenomena, not only to enhance content-related 
learning, but also to model the pedagogical benefits of 
openly networked learning environments. Qualitative 
analysis of course related blog posts, annotations, and 
tweets suggest at least some success.

Serendipitous learning. To experience serendipity is to 
benefit from an unexpected and often unimaginable 
happy surprise. It has been implicated in a number 
of scientific discoveries, technological advances, 
and successful creative endeavors.  Serendipitous 
learning usually occurs when people, events, or bits 
of information are juxtaposed by chance in ways that 
inspire and enlighten. Saadatmand and Kumpulainen 

(2013) identified open networks as particularly 
catalytic for serendipitous learning, because their 
digital architectural features overcome barriers 
of physical and temporal silos, often without the 
direct input of the individuals involved. RSS feeds 
will juxtapose blog posts, hashtags will overlap 
communities, and tags will organize digital content 
in multiple ways simultaneously, all suggesting 
relationships that were not previously obvious.

There were at least two documented events of 
serendipity in #OpenLearning17, catalyzed by 
overlapping personal learning networks of course 
participants. In both cases, people networks made 
it possible to invite the authors of recommended 
readings to participate in course events. The first 
serendipitous juxtaposition facilitated Jeremy 
Pomerantz’s presence at the #OpenLearning17 
Twitter chat on his recently work, Fifty Shades of 
Open, where he provided significant background 
information and additional resources around the 
concept of “openness.” The second overlap of personal 
learning networks facilitated the presence of open 
education scholar Peter Suber at an #OpenLearning17 
Google Hangout for the livestreamed discussion of 
his work and the impact of open access publication 
on higher education. 

Dynamic knowledge construction. Openly networked 
learning environments invite learners to work 

The TAGS Explorer, created by Martin Hawksey in 2011, provides an interactive, real-time sociogram, or big picture 
perspective, on tweeting activity around a hashtag.  This screen shot of #OpenLearning17 hashtag activity was taken on 
August 1, 2017. A brief review reveals a significant amount of information about how the #OpenLearning17 
participants interact on this digital platform.   

When these individuals engaged in course-related tweeting, 
they did so in conversation with each other as indicated by the 
dense collection of lines or "edges" in the center of the group. 

Each circle or "node" in the sociogram represents a tweeting 
participant. #OpenLearning17 involved a number of 
"supertweeters" but several stand out as contributing the most 
tweets over time; their cumulative contributions are indicated 
by the size of their name.

Some participants pulled into one or two Twitter chats by a 
core group member. While the outside ring did not engage 
with as many people as those in the inside cluster, additional 
analysis suggests many of them made significant contributions 
to the Twitter chat(s) in which they participated. 

Some core participants were also notable for attracting other 
individuals who were not already involved in the conversation. 
These people have diverse edges coming to and from their 
nodes. 
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together in loose affiliations, synchronously, asynchronously, or sequentially 
across digital platforms.  To the uninitiated, the learning curve related to 
negotiating multiple digital platforms can appear too steep, distracting 
participants from the syllabus-driven course content. However, when executed 
successfully, the introduction of multiple and dynamic digital platforms (i.e. 
those which allow for commenting, interaction, annotation, and feedback) can 
facilitate layered, multi-faceted, and collaborative knowledge construction that 
contextualizes content and brings it to life. 

#OpenLearning17 facilitated several different types of dynamic knowledge 
construction. The first involved multi-platform learning, in which participants 
were able to leverage the unique affordances of multiple digital platforms to 
engage with the course content in different ways.  For example, a participant 
reads the article assigned for the week. She blogs on the article, connecting 
it via hyperlinks to other works by the same author and to her personal 
experience.  Then the participant engages with the author of the assigned 
article via Twitter, where she asks him for more detail and additional resources. 
Through the use of multiple digital platforms, she moves beyond the original, 
static article to support learning beyond the course content.

The multimodal, multi-platform dialogic facilitated by #OpenLearning17 
also resulted in a layered learning experience for its participants. Participants 
engaged with course readings, connecting them to their personal experiences, 
prior knowledge, and the works of peers and other scholars.  Then others could 
view the content through the interpretations of their colleagues. Alternative 
interpretations were provided through comments and replies. A negotiation 
for a shared understanding ensued, and participants could revise their initial 
understanding through another iteration of blogging, annotating, or tweeting. 

Knowledge built 
through context is a 
dynamic negotiation 
between voice and 
audience, expression 
and perception, and a 
constant evaluation of 
not only what is real, 
but what is real right 
now. 

Provides 
context for 
audience 

Connects  
to the 
reading

Some #OpenLearning17 participants moved through and across digital 
platforms effectively, leveraging the unique affordances of each to explore 
concepts in different ways. In this example, Catherine Saunders 
(@saunderscathy) blogs her reaction to a course reading, connecting it to her 
prior understanding via hyperlinks.  One day later, she tweets the author of the 
reading, Steve Greenlaw (@sgreenla), for additional information. In her tweets, 
she offers Steve additional context by linking back to her blog post. 
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CONCLUSION
An openly networked society perpetuates a 
multidirectional flow of information and demands 
a lived and participatory approach to knowledge 
creation. As Jenkins (2009) described, digital 
participatory cultures are characterized by: 

“…relatively low barriers to artistic expression 
and civic engagement, strong support for creating 
and sharing one’s creations, and some type of 
informal mentorship whereby what is known by 
the most experienced is passed along to novices. A 
participatory culture is also one in which members 
believe their contributions matter and feel some 
degree of social connection with one another (at the 
least they care what other people think about what 
they have created).” (p. 3) 

The consumption of static content is no longer enough 
to support an educated people; rather, it acts as a 
base layer for the constant addition of contextual 
information of every type, from everywhere. Jon Udell 
(2010) said, “Context is the service we provide each 
other.” Knowledge built through context is a dynamic 
negotiation between voice and audience, expression 
and perception, and a constant evaluation of not only 
what is real, but what is real right now. 

In designing and implementing #OpenLearning17, the 
Virginia Faculty Collaboratives steering committee hoped 
to achieve an openly networked learning environment 
that modeled and facilitated the values and practices of 
networked societies, digital participatory culture, and 
dynamic knowledge creation.  The committee did so 
with the assumption that these digital spaces would also 
support the values and desired skills outlined by the 
AAC&U’s LEAP initiative, namely that students should 
engage in integrative and applied learning that supports 
intellectual and practical skills such as information 
literacy. 

Qualitative data analysis suggests that #OpenLearning17 
was successful in meeting both of these goals.  First, 
#OpenLearning17 demonstrated hallmarks of openly 
networked learning environments including network 
effects (i.e. serendipitous learning) and dynamic 
knowledge construction.  Second, its participants 
demonstrated integrative and applied learning and 
information literacy by engaging in multi-dimensional 
knowledge creation across multiple digital platforms.  
Their work extended far beyond the original, static course 
content. 

#OpenLearning17 was meant to be a faculty development 
endeavor that would provide resources for and enhance 
the pedagogical practice of teaching staff at Virginia 
colleges and universities. It succeeded, demonstrating 
sustained participation of faculty and staff predominantly 

The layers of contribution provided by iterative processes of posting, receiving feedback, responding, and posting again 
results in a vibrant and contextualized understanding course concepts.  This graphic maps the process of dynamic knowledge 
creation as it moves across digital platforms and through individual interpretations. The digital artifacts represented here were 
captured during Week 1 of the course, which focused on the definitions and implications of "open" as discussed in Pomerantz, 
J. & Peek, R. (2016). Fifty Shades of Open. First Monday, 21 (5).  
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from Virginia colleges and universities, but also worldwide. Of the 17 
participants who chose to participate in the post-course reflection, a majority 
stated that #OpenLearning17 was a valuable faculty development activity 
that validated their current teaching practices, provided useful resources, or 
inspired future teaching practices. Of those who planned to incorporate their 
current learning into future teaching practice, approximately half planned to 
integrate specific learning activities (e.g. collaborative document annotation 
with Hypothes.is), while others were inspired by the values orientation of the 
experience (e.g. the pedagogical potential of OER, learning in public, being 
more likely to try something new, etc.). 

RECOMMENDATIONS
This report concludes that #OpenLearning17 was generally successful in 
facilitating faculty professional development related to liberal education 
contextualized for the digital age.  Ideally, next steps would include increasing, 
diversifying, and sustaining participation as well as establishing a more formal 
approach to learning assessment and program evaluation.  Current findings 
suggest several areas of opportunity for potentially increasing, diversifying, and 
sustaining participation in future iterations of the course. 

Explore the power of partnership. Qualitative analysis of #OpenLearning17 
demonstrated the presence and power of network effects, in which the larger 
personal learning networks of some participants allowed serendipitous learning 
events to take place.  One of the most well attended #OpenLearning17 Twitter 
chats was cross-promoted through an additional hashtag (#TJC17), one used 
by a previously-established Twitter discussion group with similar interests 
to #OpenLearning17. The infusion of #TJC17 participants – who were both 
familiar with the Twitter chat process and interested in the article being 
discussed – elevated the conversation, modeled platform-specific approaches to 
discourse, and enhanced the general visibility of #OpenLearning17. Although 
number of participants is not necessarily an indicator of quality, higher levels of 
participation can afford increased network effects and more opportunities for 
serendipitous learning.  Therefore, working to create additional relationships 
and/or partnerships with similarly oriented groups might be useful for the 
promotion, synergy, and expansion of #OpenLearning17.
  
Continue to expect high levels of participant commitment. The research 
literature tells us that most higher education faculty have many competing 
professional commitments, balancing administrative, teaching, service, and 
research responsibilities.  In short, they are stretched too thin, and personal 
learning and development tend to be overtaken by more formalized (i.e. 
documented, evaluated, directly rewarded) professional commitments 
(O’Meara & Braskamp, 2005). Therefore, it is not surprising that the 
#OpenLearning17 post-course evaluation found that that faculty participants 
struggled with a lack of time throughout the #OpenLearning17 experience. 
Many were unable to participate as fully as they would have liked or failed to 
complete the experience because of other time commitments.  

There are issues related to academic culture, workload, and rewards structure at 
play that extend beyond the scope of Faculty Collaboratives, #OpenLearning17, 
and this report. Nevertheles, it is tempting to consider designing a less intense 
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beyond the boundaries 
of the classroom, 
recommended 
readings, and a 
priori expectations of 
participants. 
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faculty development experience – one with fewer or shorter readings, activities, 
and platforms of engagement – that might allow more comprehensive participation 
from a perennially beleaguered professional community.  However, a less intense 
approach conflicts with the underlying pedagogical framework of the design; the 
realistically infinite number of learning decisions is an integral aspect of openly 
networked learning.  If nothing else, it challenges participants to take ownership of 
their educational process and outcomes. 

While it is essential that #OpenLearning18(?) organizers recognize that all faculty 
participants cannot be expected to complete all aspects of the cMOOC experience, 
this is no reason to reduce expectations of commitment and limit pathways for 
participation. As Kumpulainen and Sefton-Green (2014) suggest, integrative 
and applied learning takes place when learners actively engage or struggle 
with the content through reflection, conversation, and experience. Meaningful 
learning takes time and effort; learning experiences that expect neither from their 
participants are of questionable merit.  

Consider modifying the duration of #OpenLearning17. Rather than reducing the 
challenge or intensity of #OpenLearning17, it may be beneficial to modify the 
duration of the course. The current design requires a 14-week commitment for 
learners who wish to participate in the full experience. The extended exposure 
was meant to support the development of a mature community of practice, one 
that would be more likely to function effectively even after the structured course 
ended.  It was also meant to help expand or refine the digital literacies of the faculty 
involved in the course. 

However, the data suggests that a significant number of participants were unable 
to sustain their participation for the full 14 weeks. Furthermore, the length of the 
course made it impossible to avoid school holidays and examination periods, both 
well-established barriers to successful faculty development. Although there is no 
way to know exactly how these scheduling conflicts impacted course participation, 
there was a general decrease in #OpenLearning17 activity during the time period 
in which most faculty participants were engaged in spring break, midterms, and 
final examinations. One potential solution might be to shorten the length of the 
experience and offer it twice to provide more scheduling flexibility for interested 
faculty and staff.

Continue focusing on timeless and essential themes. Some participants who 
completed the post-course evaluation questioned the relevance of the course 
themes and readings, stating that they could not make the connection between 
the course and their everyday, faculty experience.  Faculty, like adult learners in 
general, tend to find time for and stay engaged in learning opportunities that are 
intellectually accessible and demonstrate direct, concrete, and obvious corollaries 
to everyday practice.  Therefore, it is tempting to frame faculty development in 
overtly trendy or operationalized terms (“current topics” or “latest tools” courses, 
for example). However, these approaches – which tend to focus unavoidably on one 
discipline or educational sector at a time– not only risk further reduction in course 
relevance for more potential participants, but they also fail to do justice to the 
foundational tenets of liberal education.

It is important to note that a majority of the #OpenLearning17 participants who 
completed the post-course evaluation enjoyed having access to the recommended 
reading lists as they were constructed by the weekly faculty directors; although 
participants were not always able to read the materials in step with the course, they 
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appreciated the curation effort and looked forward to accessing materials when they had time. That being said, in 
efforts to be relatable, or intellectually accessible to more potential faculty participants, it is always appropriate to (re)
examine recommended course materials for diversity and inclusion, in terms of their representation of philosophical 
and disciplinary approaches, historical context, author identities and backgrounds, approaches to and expression of 
knowledge, and variety of modality. 

Faculty development related to liberal education must maintain its focus on the timeless and essential aspects of 
teaching, learning, and being in the world. #OpenLearning17 engaged faculty around assumptions and practices 
of professional, scholarly, and pedagogical openness. It invited them to explore tensions between vulnerability and 
safety, voice and audience, and community and accessibility. It triggered cross-disciplinary, cross-sector, cross-
context, international conversations about power, influence, status, and knowledge. The pedagogical treatment of 
open education seen in #OpenLearning17 was a quintessential liberal education experience which highlighted our 
assumptions about and the ways in which we communicate, work, and teach. Inviting faculty to participate in deeper 
conversations about these universal topics is not only inspiring and refreshing, but also a reasonable strategy for 
being the most relevant to the most faculty. 
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